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1080p and 1080i - one letter, big argument When is HD not HD? It's a question that is causing huge discussion after a controversial Sony blog talked about 1080i support for 'nearly HD' sets.Currently, to qualify as HD in the UK, sets must be 720p or 1080i, with so-called Full HD or True HD sets having 1080p.HD BurnoutSo when Burnout Paradise
designer Simon Phipps wrote on the Sony blog: "Plus heaps more, including: 1080i support for PlayStation 3 owners with "almost HD" sets", it sparked something of a reaction."Really appreciate the 1080i support, but calling 1080i TVs "almost HD" is a real dumb move- just because you don't like it doesn't make it a real HD res. My 1080i CRT tv will
blow the doors off 75% of the LCDs out there in the picture quality department," posted one commentator.Telly wars"That said, the HDTV specification is 1080i or 720p — BOTH are full high definition, BY DEFINITION. Neither is "not quite HD". I love my 1080i CRT HDTV compared to almost every 720p LCD screen I've ever seen and anyone else
who owns one can probably tell you the same. Do some research before venting next time — 1080i IS HD. Real HD. The HDness. Completely HD…" posted another.Are we beginning to see an HD telly class war – with the Full HD crowd smugly grinning at the poor old HD Ready lot?It's certainly prompted a bit of a debate. Badrinath (
) is a
2011 Telugu action film directed by V. V. Vinayak and produced by Allu Aravind. The film stars his son Allu Arjun in leading role along with Tamannaah Bhatia and Prakash Raj. It was released on 10 June 2011 simultaneously in Telugu and Malayalam. The Tamil version will have additional scenes of actor Santhanam and expected to release in July.
The movie was released in 1,400 screens worldwide. It ran for 50 days in 187 theatres. According to an article in The Times of India, "Despite mixed record tendered by critics, the acceptable storyline and script work, the thrills and stunts, the gyrations of choreography by Allu Arjun have lured the audience to the screens."and the film proved to be a
big success. The movie has been dubbed in Hindi as "Sangharsh Aur Vijay."The film was made on a budget of 42 crores, and was one of the most expensive Telugu films at that time.Bheeshma Narayan (Prakash Raj) is a religious Guru who prepares an army for the protection of all the ancient Hindu temples from terrorists. Of all the valiant and
talented warriors in this elite army, Badrinath (Allu Arjun) is one who is groomed by Bheeshma Narayan and wishes to make Badri his successor. Once, a group of terrorists attacked Amarnath Temple and killed some devotees, Badri fought and killed those criminals, saving both the temple and the devotees.Meanwhile, Alakananda (Tamanna), who is
a staunch agnostic due to certain circumstances, along with her family is visiting Badrinath Temple, to which Badri is appointed as the protector. Her grandfather explains to Badri that she is in danger as Sarkar (Kelly Dorjee), a dreaded don, is trying to force her marriage with his son. On the request of her grandfather, Badri helps Alaknanda to
gradually believe in God's existence.Eventually Alakananda falls deeply in love with Badri, unbeknownst to him, and is not willing to lose him at any cost. Sarkar and his men follow Alaknanda to Badrinath, and try to kidnap her. Although Badri manages to save her, he is heavily injured and goes under medication. Meanwhile, Bheeshma Narayan is
shocked upon seeing Alakananda's affectionate behaviour towards Badri when he lay injured. As it is a strict rule that only an unmarried man must be the next guru who would lead the elite warriors, Bheeshma Narayan becomes highly suspicious that Badri is in love with Alakananda, which is not the real situation. Badri promises Alakananda that he
would bring her back to Badrinath Temple for success in her love, unaware that he is the object of her love in the first place.As per the promise, Badri goes to Bellary to free Alakananda from the clutches of Sarkar, who is planning to fix the marriage, and escort Alaknanda back to the holy shrine. He fights with all the goons and escorts her to
Badrinath. Sarkar vows revenge on Badri as Sarkar's son is severely hurt in the process by Badri. Subsequently, Sarkar leads his goons to Badrinath and destroys Bheeshma Narayan's ashram.Feeling that Badri is the real traitor and loves Alakananda, Bheeshma Narayan orders Badri to vacate Badrinath Temple. Meanwhile, Alakananda is being taken
away by Sarkar's men, and Alakananda proposes to Badri to which he rejects as he has dedicated his life to his guru. After seeing Alakananda's pure love for Badri, Bheeshma Narayan is moved and orders Badri to bring her back and marry her. Following his guru's orders, Badri saves Alakananda and finally marries her. In the end, Bheeshma
Narayan asks them to hand over one of their children so that he can make him his successor to which they agree happily.Allu Arjun as BadrinathTamannaah Bhatia as AlakanandaPrakash Raj as Guru Bheeshma NarayanaKelly Dorji as SarkarAshwini Kalsekar as Sarkar's wifeRakesh Varre as Sarkar's sonBramhanandam as Batting BabaPragathi as
Alakananda's maidRao RameshMaster BharathTanikella Bharani as Badrinath's fatherKovai Sarala as Badrinath's motherSayaji Shinde as Alakananda's FatherDharmavarapu SubrahmanyamM. S. NarayanaKrishna BhagavanRaghu BabuVenu MadhavGeetha SinghBadrinath got mixed to positive reviews. Idlebrain.com gave a review of rating 3/5
stating "A film of this grandeur needs emotional support to make it likable. V. V. Vinayak who proved himself as a highly successful mass director with his earlier films falter this time to handle a subject of such a huge canvas." Filmibeat also similarly rated 3/5 for the film. The audience responded positively. The Hindi Version, which released on TV,
was popular among viewers, and had an average user rating of 4.8/5 at the Times of India site. Despite mixed record tendered by critics, the acceptable storyline and script work, the thrills and stunts, the gyrations of choreography by Allu Arjun have lured the audience to the screens. Thus it was declared as success grosser at the box-office and
proved to be a blockbuster.The film was dubbed in Malayalam under the same title and released along with the Telugu original version. The film was also dubbed in Hindi under the title "Sangharsh Aur Vijay".The grand audio launching event of Badrinath was held at Shilpakala Vedika on 7 May 2011. Allu Arjun, Sneha Reddy, Tamannaah, V. V.
Vinayak, Allu Aravind, his wife Nirmala, M. M. Keeravani, K. Raghavendra Rao, A. Kodandarami Reddy, K. S. Rama Rao, Chiranjeevi, his wife Mrs. Surekha, Srija, Sukumar, S. S. Rajamouli, Rama Rajamouli, Boyapati Srinu, B. V. S. N. Prasad, B. Gopal, Srinu Vaitla, Anand Sai, S. Gopala Reddy, Tagore Madhu, K. Atchi Reddy, Chandrabose, Chinni
Krishna, Chaitanya Prasad, Pokuri Babu Rao, etc., were the prominent figures in the audio function.K. Raghavendra Rao and Chiranjeevi released the audio CDs and presented the first copy to S. S. Rajamouli and V. V. Vinayak. Allu Aravind released the trailers.Filmfare Award for Best Dance Choreographer – South – Prem Rakshith – "Nath
Nath".Nandi Award for Best Audiographer – K. Devi KrishnaBest Hero – Allu ArjunNominated – Best Actor – Allu ArjunThe Telugu DVD was released by Aditya Videos on 24 October 2011 with a purchase price of $7.99 in NTSC Video Format and Dolby Digital 5.1 Audio Format with English subtitles. The Blu-ray Disc was released by Aditya Videos on
17 November 2011 with a purchase price of $24.99 in NTSC Video Format and Dolby Digital 5.1 Audio Format with English subtitles. The Malayalam DVD was released by Empire Videos. Also the rights of the Malayalam version were sold to Amrita TV and the Hindi version was sold to Hindi channel Colors.The film was certified U/A by the CBFC for
video release. 2011 Indian romantic action film BadrinathTheatrical release posterDirected byV. V. VinayakWritten byChinni Krishna[1]Screenplay byV. V. VinayakStory byChinni KrishnaProduced byAllu AravindStarring Allu Arjun Tamannaah Prakash Raj Kelly Dorjee Ashwini Kalsekar CinematographyRavi VarmanEdited byGautham RajuMusic byM.
M. KeeravaniProductioncompanyGeetha ArtsDistributed byGeetha ArtsRelease date 10 June 2011 (2011-06-10) [2]Running time132 minutes[3]CountryIndiaLanguageTeluguBudget₹ 42 crore[4] Badrinath, alternatively spelled as Badrenath,[3][5] is a 2011 Indian Telugu-language romantic action film[6][7][8] directed by V. V. Vinayak, written by
Chinni Krishna and produced by Allu Aravind. It stars Allu Arjun in the titular role along with Tamannaah, Prakash Raj and Kelly Dorji. The film revolves around Badri, a skilled warrior trained by a religious Guru and martial arts expert Bheeshma Narayan. After being made the protector of Badrinath temple, Badri tries to revive the faith of
Alakananda, an atheist woman who has fallen for him, in God and gets pitted against her cruel uncle Sarkar, while his Guru suspects him to be in love with Alakananda, something against the rules for becoming his successor. The film co-stars Ashwini Kalsekar, Rakesh Varre, Rao Ramesh and Pragathi. Allu Arjun, who plays a modern-day Indian
samurai,[9] undertook intensive martial arts and sword fighting training in Vietnam.[10][11] This film also marks his first pairing with Tamannaah.[12] Cinematographer Ravi Varman in an interview told that the film was shot on a Panavision lens at a set in Kulaba on the way to the Rohtang pass apart from the Badrinath temple, on sets in Hyderabad
and in Spain, Italy, Germany and Austria.[13] Earlier, it was reported that the film would also have a dubbed version in Tamil with actor Santhanam's comedy scenes added, but the plan was dropped out due to the commercial failure of the Tamil dubbed versions of Telugu films Shakti and Magadheera.[14][15] Made on a budget of ₹42 crore
(US$5.3 million), it was also one of the most expensive Telugu-language films at that time.[4] Previously slated to release on 4 June 2011,[16] the film along with a dubbed Malayalam version was released on 10 June 2011 in 1,400 screens worldwide and ran for 50 days in 187 theatres despite an unfavorable critical reception.[17] Prem Rakshith won
the Filmfare Award for Best Dance Choreographer for the film's song Nath Nath.[18] Plot Religious guru and martial arts expert Bheeshma Narayan takes in Badri, a shepherd's son, and trains him into becoming an efficient warrior and the protector of Badrinath temple. He soon meets Alakananda, an agnostic woman whom he throws into the
namesake river as a punishment for blowing a lamp at the temple, especially after he cured her ill grandfather. He rescues her after Bheeshma, convinced by her grandfather, orders him to. Alakananda is ordered to light 1 lakh lamps as punishment, which Badri convinces her to do with devotion. Her grandfather reveals she became an agnostic after
watching her parents die in a temple fire, and grew up to become the object of hatred from the wife of Sarkar, a dreaded don. Since she wants to get Alakananda forcibly married to her son Nani as a form of revenge, Badri takes up the challenge to revive her faith in God. She falls for him after he performs Pind Daan for her parents. Later, Badri is
summoned by Bheeshma to protect the Amarnath temple whose protector has been killed. After killing all the terrorists with his sword, Badri is introduced publicly by Bheeshma. Alakananda, whose faith in God has also been revived, meets Badri's parents who agree to their marriage, but are caught in a dilemma when Bheeshma tells them Badri has
to remain celibate in order to succeed him. Alakananda is heartbroken, but Badri promises to unite her with her lover, not knowing it is him, by helping her offer a Brahma lotus, to retrieve which they travel into the mountains. On the other hand, Sarkar's family learns about Badri from the Amarnath incident footage and send Nani to retrieve
Alakananda after Badri dies. The gang attacks Badri and Alakananda as they race against time to reach the temple, but Badri guards her from them and allows her to enter the temple and make her wish. She demands Badri as her lover while Bheeshma demands him as his successor. In the meanwhile, Badri is distracted after Nani throws a statue
into the river, which Badri retrieves after jumping into it and killing the henchmen. He is however stabbed by Nani upon reinstating the statue and is accused of being in love with Alakananda. This shocks Bheeshma, whose suspicion further grows as he watches Akakananda being taken away and Badri gaining consciousness to call out her name. The
temple is closed temporarily for six months, during which Badri recuperates and Alakananda is engaged to Nani after Sarkar kills her grandfather. She writes a letter to Badri for help, which Bheeshma receives and tears apart but is found by Badri and replied with the same mountain soil he used to cure her grandfather. Sarkar and his family learn
from a guru that the wedding is not destined to happen. Alakananda tries to escape along with her friend Razia, but is captured and only the latter escapes, convincing Badri to secretly go to Bellary and extract Alakananda. However, in his and Bheeshma's absence, Sarkar leads his henchmen to Badrinath and destroys the ashram, while Badri himself
massacres the henchmen at Bellary railway station and impales Nani before rescuing Alakananda. Seeing the ashram in ruins and realizing Badri took along his sword meant only for religious protection, an enraged Bheeshma orders Badri to vacate Badrinath after the latter arrives with Alakananda. She thanks God for freeing Badri from Bheeshma's
clutches, but when Sarkar, his wife and henchmen arrive at Badrinath to kidnap Alakananda, Badri hands her over and reveals he only wanted to keep his promise and never had feelings for her but dedicated his life to his mentor instead. Bheeshma asks for Badri's apology and allows him to pray, before Alakananda reveals she loves none other than
Badri, who is unfazed as she is being taken away. However, Bheeshma is moved by Alakananda's love for Badri and orders him to live for her. Badri kills the henchmen and defeats Sarkar after a knife duel, sparing him on the condition to never pursue Alakananda in the future. Badri and Alakananda are blessed by everyone at the temple, and before
departing are asked by Bheeshma to hand over their future child for training. Cast Allu Arjun as Badri Tamannaah as Alakananda, Badri's love interest Prakash Raj as Guru Bheeshma Narayana Kelly Dorji as Sarkar Ashwini Kalsekar as Sarkar's wife Rakesh Varre as Nani, Sarkar's son Bramhanandam as Batting Baba Pragathi as Razia, Alakananda's
maid Tanikella Bharani as Badrinath's father Kovai Sarala as Badrinath's mother Sayaji Shinde as Alakananda's father M. S. Narayana as Chupke Rao Ramesh Master Bharath Sudha Geetha Singh Dharmavarapu Subrahmanyam Krishna Bhagavan Raghu Babu as Alakananda's caretaker Venu Madhav Production Allu Arjun grew his hair out for his look
as a warrior in the film.[citation needed] Release Certified A (adults only) by the Central Board of Film Certification on the account of graphic action violence,[19] the film released theatrically along with its Malayalam dubbed version on 10 June 2011. Home Video Aditya Music released the film on DVD and Blu-ray formats.[20][21] Reception Critical
reception Noting it as a love story from a girl's point of view, Idlebrain.com gave the film 3 stars out of 5, praising Arjun, the music, cinematography, locations, art direction and production values. However, he felt the director failed to get the action and emotional aspects right, further noting the film's unfolding and narration were "not gripping".[22]
123Telugu.com gave the film 2.5 stars out of 5, singling several sequences between Badri and Alakananda, performances, visuals, a comedy track and some of the action sequences for praise. However, the reviewer felt disappointed with the entire second half, criticizing the villain, a comedy scene involving conversation about Rajinikanth and
Chiranjeevi, the random placement of songs and the climax. The reviewer also felt the railway station fight should have been banned due to excessively graphic violence.[23] The Times of India gave the film 2 stars out of 5, calling it a "disappointing ride". The reviewer found the love story against the temple backdrop unconvincing, action scenes
artificial Bhatia's skin show unnecessary, music average and went on to state there was "not even a single interesting scene in the film". The reviewer, however, praised the art director Anand Sai for his work on recreating the Badrinath temple and other sets.[24] Rediff.com responded more negatively with a 1.5/5 star rating, calling the plot
unoriginal and feeling the romance was overshadowed by the action, cinematography and other aspects. More criticism was aimed at the randomly inserted songs and humor, while praise came towards the action sequences, technical aspects, art direction, production values and performances.[25] Box office It became the second highest Telugu
grosser in Karnataka after Magadheera that time.[26] The film had an opening day record of ₹7.25 crore (US$910,000) which was later surpassed by Allu Arjun's own film Julayi in 2012.[27] Soundtrack BadrinathSoundtrack album by M. M. KeeravaniReleased7 May 2011Recorded2011GenreFeature film soundtrackLength35:49LabelAditya
MusicProducerM. M. KeeravaniM. M. Keeravani chronology Anaganaga O Dheerudu(2011) Badrinath(2011) Rajanna(2011) The grand audio launching event of Badrinath was held at Shilpakala Vedika on 7 May 2011. Allu Arjun, Sneha Reddy, Tamannaah, V. V. Vinayak, Allu Aravind, his wife Nirmala, M. M. Keeravani, K. Raghavendra Rao, A.
Kodandarami Reddy, K. S. Rama Rao, Chiranjeevi, his wife Mrs. Surekha, Srija, Sukumar, S. S. Rajamouli, Rama Rajamouli, Boyapati Srinu, B. V. S. N. Prasad, B. Gopal, Srinu Vaitla, Anand Sai, S. Gopala Reddy, Tagore Madhu, K. Atchi Reddy, Chandrabose, Chinni Krishna, Chaitanya Prasad, Pokuri Babu Rao, etc., were prominent figures in the audio
function. K. Raghavendra Rao and Chiranjeevi released the audio CDs and presented the first copy to S. S. Rajamouli and V. V. Vinayak. Allu Aravind released the trailers.[28] Track listingNo.TitleLyricsSinger(s)Length1."Omkareshwari"VeturiShankar Mahadevan, M. M. Keeravani4:582."Ambadari"ChandraboseL. V. Revanth, Sravana
Bhargavi4:053."In the Night"Sravana BhargaviBaba Sehgal, Sravana Bhargavi2:584."Nachchavura"M. M. Keeravani & Anantha SreeramSri Ramachandra, Chaitra3:575."Nath Nath"ChandraboseJassie Gift, Sunidhi Chauhan4:096."Chiranjeeva"ChandraboseL. V. Revanth, Shreya Ghoshal, Geetha Madhuri4:397."Ambadari (Remix)"Chandrabose, Achu
(remix)Anuj Gurwara, Geetha Madhuri, Kala Bhairava3:458."Vasudhara"Chandrabose, Balesh (Shehnai)M. M. Keeravani, Shweta Pandit5:009."Badrinath Theme"Chaitanya PrasadPerformed by Twin Cities Choir & Programmed by Dinesh2:14Total length:35:49 A reviewer from 123Telugu gave the soundtrack a positive review, praising Keeravani's
attempt to create something different from Magadheera and describing the album as "unique, simple and entertaining".[29] Awards 59th Filmfare Awards South Filmfare Award for Best Dance Choreographer – South – Prem Rakshith – "Nath Nath".[30] Nandi Award for Best Audiographer – K. Devi Krishna TSR-TV9 Awards-2011 Best Hero – Allu
Arjun CineMAA Awards Nominated – Best Actor – Allu Arjun References ^ Video on YouTube ^ "Badrinath – Movie Reviews, Videos, Wallpapers, Photos, Cast & Crew, Story & Synopsis on". Popcorn.oneindia.in. 4 December 2010. Archived from the original on 4 December 2010. ^ a b "BADRENATH (NC16)". Infocomm Media Development Authority.
^ a b "Tollywood actor Allu Arjun's film Badrinath costs Rs 42 crore". India Today. Retrieved 17 June 2011. ^ "Badrenath (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack)". Apple Music. ^ "'Badrinath temple is a backdrop of the film'". Rediff.com. Retrieved 7 June 2011. It's an action-oriented love story and the Badrinath temple is a backdrop. ^ "Chiru, Ram
Charan, Allu Arjun at Badrinath audio launch". NDTV. Retrieved 8 May 2011. Badrinath is an action love story which has generated quite a hype among Allu Arjun's fans. ^ "Allu Arjun's Badrinath audio released". Times of India. Retrieved 8 May 2011. The film, directed by VV Vinayak is an action-packed, romantic entertainer. ^ "Allu Arjun romances
Tamannaah in Italy". Yahoo!. Retrieved 22 May 2011. ^ First Look: Allu Arjun's Badrinath ^ Allu Arjun learns practicing martial arts for Badrinath ^ Badrinath is in no way related to Magadheera ^ Shooting Badrinath in the Himalayas ^ Stylish star makes debut in Tamil ^ Badrinath`s K`wood plans go awry ^ Allu's Badrinath vs. Sallu's Ready ^
"Badrinath completes 50days in 187 theatres". The Times of India. 3 August 2011. Archived from the original on 3 December 2013. ^ Dookudu sweeps Filmfare awards for year 2011 ^ "'Badrinath' releases with an 'A' certificate". Archived from the original on 15 August 2018. Retrieved 20 May 2018. ^ "Badrinath~ DVD". Aditya Music. ^ "Badrinath~
BLURAY". Aditya Music. ^ "Telugu Movie review – Badrinath". idlebrain.com. Retrieved 10 June 2011. ^ "Badrinath - Vinayak's formula movie misses its mark". 123Telugu.com. ^ "Badrinath Movie Review". The Times of India. ^ "Review: Badrinath doesn't impress". Rediff.com. Retrieved 10 June 2011. ^ Interview with Allu Arjun ^ Allu Arjun's Julayi
beats Badrinath collection at Box Office ^ "Badrinath Audio Release". ragalahari.com. ^ "Audio Review : Badrinath - Simply Entertaining & Melodius". 123Telugu.com. Retrieved 9 May 2011. ^ "The 59th Idea Filmfare Awards 2011(South)". The Times of India. 8 July 2012. Archived from the original on 4 July 2013. External links Badrinath at IMDb
Badrinath at Rotten Tomatoes Retrieved from "
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